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Global Car Majors, Designers, Modifiers & TunersToTakeThe ME By Storm

Organizers Dubai World Trade Center (DWTC) announced that luxury automobile
manufacturers, designers, modifiers and tuners will be offering the audience a spectacular
display of cars that have never been seen in the Middle East before.

Sumner, MI (PRWEB) December 10, 2005 -- Organizers Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC) announced that
luxury automobile manufacturers, designers, modifiers and tuners will be offering the audience a spectacular
display of cars that have never been seen in the Middle East before.

Visitors to the 8th Middle East International Motor Show will find that just one day is just simply not enough.
The show is scheduled to take place at the Dubai International Convention and Exhibition Centre from
December 12 to 16, 2005.

The Dubai Motor Show will showcase for the first time in the Middle East, new names like Apollo from
Gumpert, Fornasari, Funke & Will, Erebuni, Bufori, Rinspeed, Pagani-Zonda, Mansory, JE-Design, ART,
Spykercar, Coachwest Luxury, DC Design, Ligier, PGO, Rijck, Cargraphic, Carlsson, Hartge, Overfinch,
Hamann, Techart, Arden, Novitec, Brabus, Fab Design, MKB, MTM, Al Capri and K Design.

The bold display of style, design and technology by some of the leading names in the world are bound to leave
any motor enthusiast in awe.

“The Dubai Motor Show this year will also feature a dedicated hall for tuners, designers and modifiers. This has
been a complete sell-out from the very beginning indicating the strength of this growing industry segment.
Moreover, it demonstrates the confidence international manufacturers have in Dubai, as a platform to launch
and market their vehicles to the region,” said DWTC Director General, Helal Saeed Khalfan Al Marri.

The huge popularity of the Dubai Motor Show underlines the importance of the emirate and its crucial position
in the world automobile industry.

The exhibition provides buyers, car enthusiasts and amateur admirers with the opportunity to marvel at the
single largest display of vehicles in the Middle East that will include concept cars, prototypes, luxury vehicles,
4 wheel drives, sports utility vehicles, F1 cars, custom built vehicles, high performance cars, saloons, retros,
bikes, trikes, quads, off-terrain buggies, commercial vehicles as well as motor parts, accessories and a host of
automotive related products and services.

For more information, please contact:

BIZ COM - ‘For PRoactive Communications’
P.O.Box 48889, Dubai – UAE
Tel: +971 4 332-0888
Fax: +971 4 332-0999
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Contact Information
Ajay Rajguru
BIZ COM
http://www.bizcom.ae
+9714 3320888

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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